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A tongue and cheek manual on how to sue a telemarketer. We have all been bothered by

telemarketers in the privacy of our homes. This is a humorous "How To" response guide to turn the

tables on this irritating intrusion in our lives. Whether you decide to sue the telemarketer's ass in

court or bust his balls, the manual will delightfully inform you of your rights and guide your way to

create peace in your home one telephone call at a time.
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If you want to get off your duff and be pro-active in going after telemarketers, I recommend this

book. It's easy to read and makes a good starting point to get going.You need to be aware that

some of the information given is outdated and in a couple instances, incorrect. So when you begin

your suit against a company, be sure to double check the statutes that you are using. Thanks to this

book, I currently have four cases started against telemarketers. Now. Go get em!!!

This book should be provided in high school, as once you get your first phone, you're going to get

hit with telemarketers. While I've never gotten an opportunity to actualyl take a telemarketer to

court(yet), just using some of these tactics really drives them away, permanently. After it becomes

clear that you're aware of the law in your particular area, your phone is no longer valuable, and the

number of telemarketers who will decide to continue pestering you will shrivel to nothing.

Entertaining but new wrinkles: 1) Caller ID reads "BLOCKED CALL". 2) A local number appears but



there is no answer when I return the call to check if real ("spoofing"). 3) Caller ID shows area code

525. THAT IS FROM MEXICO CITY - Frequently used by crooks.Steve Ostrow says that a

successful lawsuit depends upon having obtained the Name of the Company and the Phone

Number. My phone company has NO suggestions. Guess we're just SOL for now.

I thought it was a joke and partly it is. "How To Sue A Telemarketer: A Manual For Restoring Peace

On Earth One Phone Call At A Time" is a book by Stephen Ostrow. I figured I could use some

humor in my life.It turns out to be a cute little book. And it certainly does add some humour to life. I

am sort of hoping a telemarketer calls me now.Interestingly enough it actually contains real

information on how to sue in small claims court. Of course I am certain the time payoff is definitely

not there and I would suggest you get a real life if you have time to do that.What you can sue for:1.

Calling a residential telephone number that is on the National Do Not Call Registry;2. Using a

pre-recorded dialing device to initiate a commercial sale;3. Using a blocked telephone number when

initiating a commercial sale;4. Soliciting a consumer before 8am or after 9pm;5. Failure to provide a

copy of the company's Do Not Call Manual after demand for a copy;More interestingly, there is also

a good case to sue for junk faxes.Too much legal for me. Funny book though.

I've not read the entire book - yet - but I am positively salivating at the prospect of nailing these

punks. For the last few years I've kept a color-coded spreadsheet of TM/spam calls that now is

nearing a THOUSAND. I know who the "frequent-flyers" are and how often they've bothered us. All I

can say is, they have NO IDEA the lengths to which I will go to put an end to this harassment. And if

I can profit from the ordeal, so much the better. (I'm WAY overdue for a dream vacation in

Hawaii...)I'm told the phone companies can't (won't) stop these calls because they are governed by

the public utilities commission which requires them to put through ALL calls. (What I think of that

nonsense is unprintable.) When I prevail, AND I WILL, you'll see me on the 6 o'clock news.

What great info!! I dove head first into going after Telemarketers 4 months ago after getting fed up

with their blatant violations of the TCPA. I was getting up to 4 telemarketing calls a day. I bought this

book, followed the steps, used my Google-foo on some of the questions I had and BAM! In 4

months I have an extra five figures in my pocket (That's not a typo) and now I get MAYBE 3 calls a

week. The TCPA was set up as a way for us common folk to pursue these telemarketers in small

claims. That's why calling the FCC and complaining never works. YOU have the power to make

these calls stop and if they don't, just go after them civilly and cash your checks.The formula in this



book works folks!

A very useful resource if you intend to make these DNC violators re-think the economics of their

practices.

This information should be used by everyone! The only way to stop telemarketers from calling is if

everyone starts to fight back and sue them, as is the law!
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